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Abstract 
 

The objective of this review are to systematically examine the existing techniques of computer based observational method for  assessing 
Work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs) and analysed them to the needs of different potential users. Articles related are searched 
and collected from scientific database starting from 1977 to 2016. Seven methods are identified for computer based observational techniques 
and from these methods, only three methods have been evaluated as the intra-observer reliability and five methods are evaluated as inter-

observer reliability where the average results are moderate to good agreement. For concurrent validity, five methods have been evaluated with 
moderate agreement. Some of the risk factors that related with WMSDs are; physical, psychosocial, work organization and individual factors. 
In addition, these existing techniques did not fulfil the criteria of reliability and validity testing during the development  of these methods. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs) closely linked 

to various environmental factors and working conditions that can 
cause the function of musculoskeletal system and there are many 
risk factors at work such as; physical [1–5], psychosocial [6, 7], 
work organizational [6, 8, 9],  and  individual factor [3, 10–12] 
that contribute to the WMSDs [3, 8]. 

Various computer-based observation techniques have been 
established for the evaluation of exposure to risk factors of WMSDs 
during work [13–20]. These techniques have been widely used in 

workplaces, easy and fast to be applied [16, 19, 21–23]. Vedder has 
stated that these methods is a convenient, time saving tool and reduce 
errors within observation [24]. 

Therefore, the objective of this reviewed are to systematically 
examine the existing techniques of computer based observational 
method for assessing WMSDs and analysed them to the needs of 
different potential users. 

2. Methods  

2.1. Search and Selection of Reference Literature  

For this research, the reference literature are searched from scientific 
database using the following search engines, such as; ScienceDirect, 
Scopus, Google, Google Scholar, Wiley Online Library and PubMed. 

It is done by using several coalitions of keywords in Boolean operator 
methods that related to computer based observational methods for 
assessing exposure to risk factors of WMSDs. This method basically 
uses three main operators which are; AND, OR, and NOT [25]. AND 
operator allows the searching of documents containing two distinct 
words such as; computer-aided AND observational methods and 
computer-based AND evaluation tools. Secondly, the OR operator is 
used to find information that seems to be the same, for instance; 
evaluation tools OR assessment methods, and computer-based OR 

video-based. The studies were executed by comprising several 
computer based observational methods from year 1977 to 2016. Figure 
1 are demonstrated the flow diagram for search and selection of 
reference literature. As a result, about 450 articles are found of 
database searching resulted, but only 114 potentials references were 
screened according to the title and abstract, while a total 73 articles 
were full text screening. The others 41 articles are not related between 
the exposures of risk factors with WMSDs. The inclusion criteria were 

followed based on the framework that has been developed by research 
in Section 2.2.  

2.2 Developing the Framework for Evaluation 

The framework of evaluation for the methods in this review has been 
developed by researchers. The basic items for structure and contents of 
this frameworks includes the exposure of risk factors related to 
WMSDs which are; physical, psychosocial, individual and work 

organization factors, the validity and reliability testing, and the 
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strength and limitation of the computer based observational method. 

 
Figure 1 Flow diagram for search and selection of selection of reference literature 

 

2.3 Evaluation Process 

Selected publications are read by two researchers to evaluate the 
methods reviewed. The discussions are also needed to get any 

dissimilarities of information and achieve an agreement to do the 
documentations of each technique which evaluated based on 
framework for evaluation in Section 2.2. 

3. Results 

A total of 31 articles are used for final inclusion, that were 

included seven methods that related to this studies, such as; 
Ovako Working Posture Analyzing System (OWAS), Ergonomic 
Analysis (ERGAN), Task Recording and Analysis on Computer 
(TRAC), Portable Ergonomic Observation (PEO), Hands Relative 
to The Body (HARBO), Posture, Activity, Tools and Handling 
(PATH), and Video-and computer-based work analysis (VIDAR). 
Table 1 indicates the summary about exposure of risk factors that 

related to WMSDs. All of the seven tools are covered to assess 
the exposure of physical risk factors such as; posture and forceful 
exertion, while only two methods were assessed the psychosocial 
risk factors.  The work organization and individual risk factors 

are not to be assessed by the existing computer based 
observational methods. Table 2 shows the evaluation summary of 
reliability and validity testing. Most of the tools have a good and 
moderate results.  

3.1 Ovako Working Posture Analysing System (Owas) 

Ovako Working Posture Analysing System (OWAS) is firstly 
used in the steel industry for assessing physical risk factors 

including postures for legs and three categories weight of the load 
handled, where the 252 postures were identified [15, 21, 26]. The 
method used is based on work sampling with constant time 
intervals and made as snapshots [21]. The result of inter- 
observers reliability 

 
Table 1 Risk factors for computer based observational method 

                                   Risk Factors        

                                             

                                     

   Work  

    

     

Method 

                                  

                  

Physical
a
 

    

Psychosocial
b
 

 

organization
c
 

 

Individual
d
 

  

                            

                                          

  

Ovako Working Posture Assessment 

                                     

                 

P, F 

                     

  

Systems- OWAS [21] 

                                       

                                          

  Ergonomic Analysis- ERGAN [16]          P, F, SML, V     JR, S            

                                       

  

Task Recording and Analysis on Computer- 

                               

        

P, F, D, 

                   

  

TRAC [22] 

                                   

                                            

                                 

                                              

  Portable Ergonomic Observation- PEO [23]       P, D, F, M                  

                                

                                              

  Hands Relative to The Body- HARBO [19]          HP, F                  

                          

  Posture, Activity, Tools and Handling- PATH   P, F, MMH, NRW,                

  [20]                     WA                 

Records of database searching - 450 citations 

Screening on title and abstract - 114 non duplicate papers 

Full text screening - 73 papers Record excluded - 41 

papers 

Full inclusion – 31 papers 
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Video and Computer-Based Method for 

                               

         

P, F, MMH 

    

SS, MA, TP 

          

  

Ergonomic Assessments- VIDAR [14] 

                     

                                      

                                              
a Physical risk factors including Posture (P), Force (F), Static Muscle Load (SML), Vibration (V), Duration (D), Frequency (F), 
Movements (M), Hand Posture (HF), Manual Material Handling (MMH), Non-repetitive work (NRW), Work Activity (WA),  

b Psychosocial risk factors including Job Rotation (JR), Stress (S), Strain Situation (SS), Mood and Attitude (MA), Time Pressure (TP).  
 

c Work organization factors including work status(fulltime, part-time, temporary), work task(single, rotating), work overload etc.  
 

d Individual factors including anthropometry, age, gender, physical activity, strength etc. 

 

Table 2 Reliability and validity testing of the computer based observational methods 
  

Method Concurrent Validity
a
 Intra-observer reliability

b
 

Inter-observer  

  

reliability
c
 

 

                  

               

Good (80%) [26]. Moderate [27]. 

     

  

Ovako Working Posture 

   

Very good (93%) [21]. 

 

    

Highest ranked for construction Good (>0.6)[28]. Very 

 

  

Assessment Systems- 

       

       

and lowest ranking for transport good (>0.81) [26] Good (>0.6) [28]. 

 

  

OWAS [21] 

           

          

[29] 

     

                    

                 

  Ergonomic Analysis-      

No formal studies No formal studies No formal studies 

 

  

ERGAN [16] 

          

               

  Task Recording and        Moderate to very  

  Analysis on Computer-   Moderate to low [30] No formal studies good (0.52-0.89)[17],  

  TRAC [22]          [22]    

               Higher agreement observation of      

                duration and frequency. Best      

  Portable Ergonomic     agreement of right hand above 

Good [23]. 

Moderate to good  

  

Observation- PEO [23] 

    

shoulder level. Underestimated [23]. 

   

        

               agreement of right hand      

               repetitive movement [23].      

                 Intra-class correlation  

  Hands Relative to The   

High correlation [19]. No formal studies 

coefficients were high  

  

Body- HARBO [19] 

        

correlation from 0.99- 

 

         

                 1.00 [19]    

                Very good (0.90) for the     

               

Moderate [20]. High association arm posture and Good 

    

  

Posture, Activity, Tools and Moderate to good 

 

  

between PATH and technical for neck and trunk 

 

  

Handling- PATH [20] 

       

[20]. 

   

     

measures [31] posture were 0.65 and 

   

                   

                0.73, respectively [20].     

  Video and Computer-         

  Based Method for   

No formal studies No formal studies No formal studies 

 

  

Ergonomic Assessments- 

  

         

  VIDAR [14]        
a Concurrent Validity value – The range method correspond with more valid methods: Good, Moderate, Low  

 

b intra-observer reliability value : <0 (less than change agreement), 0.01-0.20 (Poor or Slight agreement), 0.21-0.40 (Fair agreement), 
0.41-0.60 (Moderate agreement), 0.61-0.80 (Good or Substantial agreement) and 0.81-0.99 (Very good or Almost perfect agreement) 
[25] 

 
c inter-observer reliability value : <0 (less than change agreement), 0.01-0.20 (Poor or Slight agreement), 0.21-0.40 (Fair agreement), 
0.41-0.60 (Moderate agreement), 0.61-0.80 (Good or Substantial agreement) and 0.81-0.99 (Very good or Almost perfect 

agreement)[25]
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testing by Karhu came out with 93% agreement between the two 
work-study engineers [21], while Bruijn noted that almost all 
comparisons between inter-observer and intra-observer reliabilities 
recorded a percentage over 85%, and the value of kappa is over 0.6 
which also considered as a substantial agreement [28]. 

Consequently, Kayis and Kothiyal found that the result of intra-
observer reliability for OWAS, RULA and REBA to be 95%, 91.7% 
and 97.3%, respectively [26]. For concurrent validity, the test 
obtained moderate result while comparing the OWAS method with 
direct technical in trunk bending [27], 80% agreement is found in 
compare to OWAS, Borg RPE Scale and biomechanical model [26] 
and higher ranked for construction and lowest ranked for transport 
[29]. OWAS are easy to used method and can make a faster 

registration to check a working posture but only focused to assess a 
back, arm and legs posture. 

3.2 Ergonomic Analysis (ERGAN) 

Ergonomic Analysis (ERGAN) or previously called ARBAN 
comprises working situation that involves varies body posture, force, 
static muscle load and vibration for exposure of physical risk factors 
and also were assesses the psychosocial risk factors including job 

rotation and work stress [16]. ERGAN are provided a simple and 
easily handled procedure with a broad area of application. ERGAN 
is based on sequential studies, working situation that is continuously 
changing is considered as a series of ‘frozen’ images at equally long 
intervals. No formal studies were carried out to test the reliability 
and validity to construct the tool process. 
 

3.3 Task Recording and Analysis on Computer (TRAC) 

Task Recording and Analysis on Computer (TRAC) is a method to 
record the task, actions or posture in real time and time-sampling on 
a portable computer [17]. The TRAC method only covered to assess 
the exposure of physical risk factors including posture, force and 
duration of activities. The inter-observers reliabilities dependent on 
the body region is between 85% and 95% and values of the 
coefficient kappa is 0.52 and 0.89, respectively and can be regarded 

as moderate to very good [17, 22]. The intra-observer reliabilities 
were not defined because of the modification between the successive 
phases, causes reduction of the intra-observer reliability [22]. The 
result of validity testing is based on dynamic characteristic, where 
observations against optoelectronic measures in simulated material 
handling are showed moderate to low correspondence [30]. TRAC is 
an easy to learn and quick to use methods, but some training are 
needed to reach the level of performance.  

3.4 Portable Ergonomic Observation (PEO) 

Portable Ergonomic Observation (PEO) is a continuous observation 
method that is able to investigate posture measurement based on 
video recording and continuous optoelectronic. Both video recording 
and continuous optoelectronic were analyzed at the same time 
during the observation [18]. The objective of this method is to 
develop a computerized observational method. Based on the 
observation at the workplace made in real-time where the data were 

accessed and analyzed immediately. The data collected are based on 
working postures, duration and frequency during works [23]. 
Fransson-Hall et al, stated that the outcome of intra-observer and 
inter-observer reliabilities is good and moderate to good, 
respectively [23]. Median value and range of minimum and 
maximum value are used to analyze the validity data and the results 
are; higher agreement for observation of duration and frequency, 

best agreement for right hand above shoulder level with the 
reference value, and underestimated agreement for right hand 
repetitive movements [23]. PEO also an easy to handle method, but 
if work pace is quick, only one to three major categories will be 
observed at one time. These tools was hard to register the left and 

right hand individually unless the observed work is slow. 

3.5 Hands Relative to the Body (HARBO) 

Hands Relative to the Body (HARBO) method is practical to show 
an observational technique that is only focusing on positions of the 
hands in a several hours of recording and the force to be handled 
[19]. HARBO is applied to register the five standard postures, such 
as; standing or walking with hand above shoulder level, standing or 
walking with hands fixed between the shoulder and knuckle level, 
standing or walking with hand not fixed between the shoulder and 

knuckle level, standing or walking with hand or hands fixed below 
the knuckle level, and the stooping, squatting, and kneeling posture 
and finally is sitting. For each posture, the duration is continuously 
registered in real time by using handheld computer, and PEO method 
was used to collect data. For the inter-observer reliability, the two-
way analysis of variance is used to compute the intra-class 
correlation coefficient. Result obtained by the two observers is high 
for each of the five postures registered and ranged from 0.99 to 1.00 

for full day registration. The outcome for the concurrent validity is 
high correlation compared the HARBO tools with technical 
measures of the arm and trunk posture [19]. HARBO is a simple and 
easy to learn method. This method also can be used in various jobs 
where observers are allowed to assess but time consuming and costly 
methods. 

3.6 Posture, Activity, Tools and Handling (PATH) 

Posture, Activity, Tools and Handling (PATH) is a computerized 
work sampling of activity and posture used to analyse non-repetitive 
work [20]. The PATH data coding is referred to modifications 
coding system OWAS method and the target exposure for this tool 
includes the posture, force exertion and manual material handling. 
The results for intra-observers reliabilities agreement are greater 
than 0.90 for the leg and arms postures that is classified as excellent 
agreement. According to the Cohen’s kappa analysis for neck and 

trunk postures, the result is 0.65 and 0.73, respectively which shows 
less agreement. However, for inter-observers reliabilities, the result 
is moderate to good by 0.8. The result is set as the criterion to 
initiate data collection of agreement between observers. The 
outcome of validity trials is moderate association between the PATH 
trunk posture from video against simulated real time analysis [20], 
and high association between PATH and technical measures [31] . 
PATH are suitable to assess for non-repetitive work and have 
correlation between posture and work activity, but this tools is 

caused time consuming and several training are required for users to 
handle the PATH tool.  

3.7 Video-and Computer-Based Work Analysis (VIDAR) 

Video-and computer-based work analysis (VIDAR) or Video-och 
Datorbaserad Arbetsanalys is an acronym for the Swedish 
expression which describes the employees’ identification towards 
work tasks that cause pain and discomfort. The method is done by 

using video display and the outcome will be analysed for ergonomic 
evaluation [14]. This method also the computer-based program that 
allows the analysis of physical risk factors including posture and 
psychosocial condition such as; attitudes and time pressure which 
are assessed from a video recording of jobs and tasks. By using 
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Borg’s category ratio (CR-10) scale were assessed by body regions 
and rates perceived exertion in physical situations. VIDAR is easy to 
produce report forms and the result are easy to understand. For 
validity and reliability, no studies testing were found. 

4. Discussions 

The objective of this studies is to help potential users to select the 
most suitable tool(s) for the specific users and investigate the 
assessment of risk exposure that causes musculoskeletal disorders, it 
is the most important stage in the management and prevention of 
WMSDs in order to ensure the comfort and safety of workers. Most 
of the existing computer based observational methods have been 

exposed to physical and psychosocial risk factors that are focusing 
on postures of the entire body. No general tools can be used to assess 
the overall types of risk factors.  
The concept of validity trials includes some aspects that need to be 
assessed in terms of concurrent validity. Concurrent validity is the 
consent of observation in some other methods. Different methods are 
used simultaneously on the same object that gives different results in 
several studies. If one of the methods gave more accurate 

information than the others, it can be considered as a reference for 
verification. From seven methods that were identified in this study, 
five have gone through validity testing methods such as OWAS, 
TRAC, PEO, HARBO and PATH, and they have been evaluated 
with moderate agreement. 
Reliability is measured repeatedly by different people who make 
measurements on the same thing, at different times, under different 
conditions. The reliability that was tested in current techniques is 

intra and inter-observer reliability. Only three tools such as OWAS, 
PEO and PATH have done the intra-observer reliability, and five 
tools of computer based observational methods have done the inter-
observer testing which are; OWAS, TRAC, PEO, HARBO and 
PATH. The results are mostly good and moderate. 
Most computer based observational methods is a simple and easy 
tool to be learned. They are also more time-saving compared to pen 
and paper observational methods. Nevertheless, these tools reduce 
the exposure of risk factors while working. 

5. Conclusion 

There are various computer based observational methods that have 
been developed to assess exposure to risk factors at workplace. Only 
some of the methods had its validity and reliability tested. Validity 
and reliability testing is the most important thing that is needed to 

consider in developing and validating assessment methods 
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